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1. INTRODUCTION 

We cdcdate the charged puticle fluu, and radiation doses from minimum ioting 
particles (MIP), electromagnetic ~howen, md hadronic showers, in a &d-tar@ up& 
meat at the SSC. We follow the work of Groom [l]. essentially boosting his rcdts into the 
Laboratory Irune. 

The &i&on in dense matter, such u1 a calorimeter, in produced by several ~oulces: 
electromagnetic showers, kadronic showers, and minimum ionieing particlea. We do not 
consider other sources of radiation such u1 beam hdo, A dependent effecta, and low energy 
neutrons from mconduy ~tuces. Nor do we consider the effects of magnetic fields. Low 
energy neutrons have been ahown to he an important wurcc of radiation for collider upcri- 
mats at the SSC [Z]. In Ii&-target experiments, where the spectrometer is more open and 
where most detector elements are far way from secondary particle dumps, these sources 
UC not aa important. They M also very much detector md experimentd hall dependent. 
Hence the results presented hue ue only a lower limit of the c&nated raditition dose. 

a. PARTICLE RATES 

WC need to know the number md momenta of particles of each type (hadron and 
photon) impactin.q a particulu ICY 

bN 
zizj’ (1) 

We start with the invuimt cross section 

au 
E;i;s = f(&s), 

md work our way hack to Eq. 1. In generd, the intiant cross section ia a function of the 
particle momentum p’cnd the center-of-mass energy a. We may rewrite it u a function of 
npidity y and transverse momentum p,: 
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The invariant cram section is well described at small I” avcra(le values of trsnsverae 
momentum by the factored form: 

f(n,w) = gha)h(u,a) = A(u)=-~‘~, (4) 

where both A and B are weak functions of 8. This functional form greatly underestimates 
the large tramverse momentum behavior of the cma section where a power law is m”re 
appropriate. Bowever, the probability of L particle having a large transverse momentum is 
tiny and an such doea not affect these results. It is more convenient to deal with a distribution 
differential in pl rather than p:: 

dlN 
- = $f(y)p,e-“/~ 
d&e 

This equation haa bee” normalized such that after integration over all tranaverae momenta: 

H(y) ia the rapidity distribution. Multiplying Eq. 5 by pt and integrsting over all transverse 
momentum gives ZR(y)B. 28 then is the mean iranaverse momentum. 

I” our subsequent diacuaaiona we will “se pseudorapidity q and and rapidity inter- 
changeably. The pseudorapidity of a particle is defined I” be 7 = -In tan(8/2) and is 
approximately equal to the rapidity when both p > m and p, > m are true. (For example, 
a 100 MeV pion at 10 mrad bra y = 4.8 and 7 = 5.3.) The particles we are concerned with 
are charged and neutral piona with 1111 average iranaverse momentum of 0.350 GcV/c, 8” the 
above spproximatio” is (L good one for most transverse momenta. 

The center-of-mass rapidity that a typical fixed-target spectrometer sees lies appmx- 
imstely between -2 and +l (3.5 mrad to 72 mrad) M is show” in Fig. 1. This interval lies 
on the flat psrt of the rapidity plateau. The fi dependence of the height of the rapidity 
plates” is well described by the form 

dN 
,j,=o = 0.01 + 0.22l” 8. 

At & = 193.7 GcV, E(0) = 2.3. 
In our subsequent diacussio” it will prove to be m”rc convenient to “se the polar angle 

0 rather than the pseudorapidity 7. Using the fact that 

Ea. 5 becomes 
dlN II 

dW, __ = 2nB1 Sin2 8 PI =-pJB, 

and the number of particles incident on u1 area da is, “kg the fact that dG = da/?, 

.9. NUMBER OF PARTICLES 

Integrating Eq. 9 over all transverse momenta rjves the number of particles impacting 
a ““it mlid angle dR: 

dN II 
zi= Z*ain’U (11) 

The number of particles impacting M ares d” is 

dN H H 
da Z*r’ ain’ 8 =2*r:v 

where T: is the redid distance of da from the beam line. Plugging the numbers in for the 
height of the paeudorapidity plateau gives the number of charged particles per “nit area per 
interactian: 

dN 0.37 
x = 7 charpdpsrtide~/~rc~interaction. 

This is platted in Fig. 2. 

(13) 

Assuming these charged particles are dl minimum ionizing particles, we con convert 
Eq. 13 into radiation “nit* (merm/mua). For polystyrene a minimum ionising particle 
deposits dEl& = 1.95 MeV/g/cm2, and fince 1 Gy (100 Bad) = 6.24 x 10’ MeV/g (or 1 Gy 
= 3.2 x log MIP/cm’) then 1 MIP/cmz = 3.125 x lO-‘O Gy. Elencc 

D 
1.2 x 10-10 

MIP = 
6 

Gy/interaction, 04) 

where Dmlp is the radiation dose snd r~ is in cm. This i8 plotted in Fig. 3. 

4. DOSE FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC AND HADRONIC SHOWERS 

The flux of charged particles from the primary intemction given by Eq. 9 is composed 
largely of charged and neutrd pions, the charged component being twice the neutrd. The 
flux of gammsl is essentially the charged particle flux since mod c”mc from the decay of 
pizerol. However, their average transverse momentum is half that of the charged pious. 

All of the g-u will shower in a dense materid, depositing fat more radiation 
thm a minimum ionizing puticle. The cbuged hulrom (piom) will shower u well. The 
electtomagwtic energy is deposited nonuniformly with molt of it coming at the abower 
maximum. The hdrordc energy ia deposited much more “niformly and over a much luger 
VOl”UX. 

It has been ahown [l] that the maximum radiation dose deposited by either an incident 
gamma or a htiron of momentum p cm be puameterised by 

Dan = $ = Ap- Gy/indde”t put&/cm’, (15) 

where f is the lIux of putida per “nit area (d&‘/h), A is a can~trnt ud a ia a number 
between 0 and 1. For a” electmmagnetic shower A = 3.2 x 10es and a = 0.93 where. p ir 
given in GeV/c [3]. The doK i not a dmng f”nction of m&rid. To find the told dae 
we need fold Eq. 10 with J?,q. 15 md integrate “vex dl transvem moment.. We hwe (wing 
n=m/dnlo: 
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Fig. 2. The number of charged particles per unit area per interaction BS B function of the 
radial distance from the beam. 
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Fig. 3. The radiation dose in polystyrene per interaction due to minimum ionizing particles 
as a function of the radial distance from the beam. 
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Fig. 4. The maximum electromagnetic radiation dose in a dense materid per interaction ar 
a function of the distance from the target and the radial distance Irom the beam. The dose 
is given ia units of 10-l’ Gy. 
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Fig. 5. The hadronie radiation dose in a dense material per interaction as P function of the 
distance from the target and the radial dirtancc from the beam line. The dose is given in 
units of 10.” Gy. 
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D=AA’ B” 1” z”+le-*dz 
2* (rainB)‘ain’B 0 (2 = m/B) (17) 

A 
= 2rH(~,i”~‘lin~Br(a+2). 

r(o + 2) is the Gamma function. 
Groom has ahawn that the exponential form for the tranwersc momentum distribu- 

tion can be replaced by the average momentum. Following hia lead, we replace the mamen- 
turn spectrum (l/Bs)p,e-P”B in Eq. 16 by 6(p, -p,), 

D = ~B/o-(rain~ainlB6(P-i)dp- (19) 

where ~7, = 28. Integrating over transvcrae momentum gives: 

D = ~~,,~i~Zdf)!:inD*. (20) 

The difference between Eq. 20 and Eq. 18 is r(a + 2) vs Z”, or with a = 0.93, 1.91 VB 1.88, 
which ia less than 2%. Since the difference ia amall we continue using Eq. 20 only. The 
maximum dose rate from electromagnetic showerr using Eq. 20 is 

D., = &B (s)O & Gy/interaction. (21) 

Using the values given above for H(O), A, and a, and 28 = p, = 0.350/Z GeV/c gives 

D., = 4.4 x lo-lo vt Ili~O.gJBGy/intcr~ction, (22) 

where ?I ia in cm. The result is plotted in Fig. 4. 
To do the same for hadronic showers is to repeat the above discussion using different 

rlues for A (3.8 x lO-‘O Gy), ~1(0.89), and 28 (0.350). The mozimum done is about 9 times 
less than the dose caused by a gamma of the mme energy (Q 10 GeV). The reuion is the 
more uniform distribution of energy in a hadronic shower. The maximum energy deposition 
occum at about one interaction in depth. Plugging the numbers in gives: 

DM = 0.55 x 10-l’ ,: mi~o.m gGy/interaction, 

where ~1 ia in cm. This result is plotted in Fig. 5. 

(23) 
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Fig. 1. The relation between centcr~of~mass pseudorapidity and laboratory angle at fixed- 
target energies at the SSC. The h orimntd axis is the fractional momentum in the beam 
direction. The vertical axis is the transverse momentum. Lines radiating from the origin are 
in 0.5 pseudorapidity increments. The equivalent laboratory angles (in mrad) are given. 
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